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Q&A about Local Cultural Education 
Partnerships 

 

 

Will the Goldsmiths research be available for LCEPs to read, and when? 

 

We are keen to share the Goldsmiths report externally and are currently working on 

securing permission to do to from the LCEPs and Bridges who were interviewed as 

part of this research. We will let you know once the report is published on our 

website.  

 

 

If LCEPs’ role is to unlock demand, don't we also need to have funding to meet 

the demand for out-of-school activity for those who cannot afford activity 

provided by commercial providers? 

 

As they were conceived, the essence of an LCEP is not direct provision. It is to 

identify where children and young people are not engaging with provision and to 

remove barriers to participation and progression. Provision may come from a variety 

of sources, including NPOs and other organisations and services. In essence, 

LCEPs were conceived as catalysts, convenors, and collaborators, but not 

necessarily providers.  

 

 

In local areas where we are struggling with supply and demand, are we sure 

that LCEPs are the right model to address the cultural participation challenge? 

 

There’s no one model that suits all areas, but LCEPs were not conceived as a single, 

top-down programme. The partnerships necessary to ensure that all children and 

young people engage will take many different forms according to the local context. 

 

 

How many LCEPs have paid development coordinators or other similar posts, 

and how do other LCEPs fund these roles? 

 

In the Goldsmiths survey of LCEPs conducted between December 2021 and 

January 2022, 99 LCEPs reported on their number of paid staff. Among these 

respondents: 

 

• 33 per cent had no paid staff,  

• 12 per cent had 0.1 to 0.5 full-time equivalent (FTE) staff,  
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• 41 per cent had between 0.6 and 1.0 FTE,  

• 7 per cent had between 1.1 and 1.5 FTE, and  

• 6 per cent had more than 1.5 FTE. 

 

 

Core infrastructure funding is essential but also access to project funding 

available to LCEPs as a distinct entity apart from the lead partners, as arts 

organisations and NPOs who run LCEPs can face a conflict of interest in terms 

of accessing funding streams or can’t apply for some funding because of their 

own organisational status. This is a real barrier for some. Are there any 

thoughts on this in terms of LCEP governance models? 

 

There is a variety of governance models across LCEPs, including those led by 

NPOs, schools, local authorities, and a very small number that are independently 

constituted.  

 

The Arts Council does not dictate or mandate any one model. Each place will have 

its own local ecology and needs the authority to make that decision locally. It was 

envisaged that the LCEP National Leadership and Peer Learning Programme would 

help places land on the right model. Through the upcoming place-based peer 

learning programme, LCEPs can draw further support on governance models.  

 

There is currently no evidence to indicate a correlation between any particular 

governance model and successful access to funding, although we will explore that 

further over the coming year. 

 

LCEPs should scrutinise the relevance of different funding opportunities and identify 

the most appropriate lead partner for each application, as well as their approach to 

management, delivery, and reporting on funded activities. Partners should have a 

clear and transparent agreement among themselves about the best way to approach 

fundraising for their LCEP, recognising the need to balance this against fundraising 

for their own organisation.  
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Which are the youth-led LCEPs? 

 

There is currently no national data set identifying all the youth-led LCEPs. However, 

anecdotally, we know that a number of LCEPs across the country have embedded 

youth voice into their governance and leadership structures. For example, Shout Out 

for the Arts, Warwickshire’s Cultural Education Partnership, is led by young people.  

 

 

Why is the funding for LCEPs so small compared to the regular funding for 

Music Education Hubs? Is the Department for Education ever lobbied about 

this? The other art forms seem to fare very badly compared to music’s regular 

funding.  

 

The investment for Music Education Hubs is set out in the Government’s National 

Plan for Music Education and builds on the long history of investment in music 

services in England. There is no equivalent national plan for other art forms. The Arts 

Council continues to make the case to the Department for Education for support for 

cultural education across all art forms.   

 

 

What is the key difference between LCEPs and Cultural Compacts apart from 

the children and young people focus for LCEPs? Can they elide? 

 

LCEPs support children and young people to fulfil their creative potential and access 

high-quality cultural experiences where they live, where they go to school, and where 

they spend their free time. Partners come together from across sectors, responding 

to local needs and interests, to drive a more joined-up cultural education offer, share 

resources, and improve the visibility of cultural education in their local area. 

 

Cultural Compacts are partnerships designed to support the local cultural sector 

more broadly and enhance its contribution to development, with a special emphasis 

on cross-sector engagement beyond the cultural sector itself and the local authority.  

 

The two should be complementary, and we would encourage LCEP representation 

on Cultural Compact boards. 
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Q&A about Bridge Organisations 

 

 

Bridge funding of LCEPs seems very disparate across the country. In some 

areas there is none, and in some areas LCEPs get a small amount of regular 

funding from the local Bridge. Is this something the Arts Council would ever 

ask Bridge Organisations to address? 

 

Each Bridge Organisation works to a set of role descriptors but can implement them 

in the best way they see fit. Bridges have taken a variety of approaches to 

supporting LCEPs, such as investing money, time, or staff support to help catalyse 

LCEPs. In 2022/23, the Arts Council will track its investment in LCEPs and use the 

Goldsmiths research to determine the best way to provide ongoing support.  

 

 

Our Bridge Organisation has made a big difference for our LCEP in terms of 

supporting core costs through Partnership Investment funding. How will the 

end of Bridge funding impact LCEPs? What replaces the regional support that 

Bridge Organisations have given to LCEPs over the last few years? Will it be 

through a direct relationship with the Arts Council? 

 

The Bridge Organisations will continue their work over the course of 2022/23. 

 

With the 2023-26 Investment Programme, unlike in previous NPO rounds, there is no 

bespoke guidance for a set of organisations called Bridges. All applicants will apply 

as National Portfolio Organisations (NPOs) to deliver the Outcomes and Elements in 

Let’s Create, or as Investment Principles Support Organisations (IPSOs) to support 

the sector to embed the Investment Principles. The Arts Council’s National Council 

has agreed that the current investment in Bridges, less £1M for Artsmark delivery, 

will continue to be invested in organisations that deliver for children and young 

people, dependent on the applications we receive.  

 

We will track our investment in LCEPs to understand the Arts Council’s level of direct 

support and refer to the research undertaken by Goldsmiths to understand how 

LCEPs are working in relation to Let’s Create, now and as we move out of the 

pandemic. 

 

Ways that the Arts Council can support LCEPs include: 

 

• Place-based peer learning – see below 

• Place Partnership funds – see below 
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• National Lottery Project Grants – we will be hosting targeted advice 

sessions for LCEPs later in 2022 

• 2023-26 Investment Programme – any legally constituted organisation is 

eligible to apply for NPO or IPSO funding 
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Q&A about the LCEP National Leadership and 
Peer Learning Programme 

 

 

What were the participation figures for the LCEP national leadership and peer 

learning programme? How many took part in the programme / completed it / 

took part in the evaluation? 

 

A total of 175 people signed up for the programme, representing 96 LCEPs.  

 

The programme comprised a range of elements, including core sessions, action 

topic sessions, digital community spaces, session recordings and speaker extracts, 

resources and collated summaries of discussions from each session, and 1:1 

coaching. Attendance and engagement varied across different elements of the 

programme.  

 

The evaluation is based principally on participant surveys, which drew a 69% 

response rate for the baseline survey and 52% response rate for the final survey. 

 

The full evaluation report can be found on the Arts Council website here.  

 

 

  

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/children-and-young-people/working-partnership
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Q&A about Future Place-Based Peer Learning 

 

 

Will the Arts Council’s place-based peer learning support and funding only be 

for the 54 Priority Places? How will LCEPs outside of Priority Places be 

supported? 

 

The place-based peer learning programme will be open to all CPPs, LCEPs, and 

Cultural Compacts, not just those in Priority Places. 

 

 

Is place-based peer learning support another local consortium on top of 

LCEPs and Creative People and Places? 

 

No. Place-based peer learning is not a consortium in itself but a support mechanism 

available to existing CPPs, LCEPs, and Cultural Compacts.  

 

 

How will steering group representatives for the new place-based peer learning 

programme be selected? Will this be a funded opportunity or another 

expectation for volunteer steering groups? 

 

The mechanism for this is being worked out, but there will be an open process and 

call out for interest.  Whoever is on the steering group will represent the wider LCEP 

network, not just their own LCEP. 

 

 

Will the peer learning programme bring in external expertise so that the focus 

is not just on what we can learn from each other but what the best learning 

looks like? 

 

Speakers, themes, and research will all be matters for discussion and decision by 

the steering group with Arts Council approval. There may be opportunities and 

funding available to commission specific research based around agreed themes.  
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Q&A about Place Partnership Funds 

 

 

Who should Expressions of Interest be sent to? 

 

Expressions of Interest should be made using our online system, Grantium. 

 

 

When does the Place Partnership funding have to be used by? 

 

Projects may be up to three years, as Place Partnership funds are part of our wider 

National Lottery Project Grants programme. 

 

 

Is there a view that LCEPs in areas of focus would already have considered 

Place Partnership funds? This isn’t something that we have considered or 

been guided towards.  

 

Place Partnership funds were only launched in December 2021, so it is very early 

days, and we are working on raising awareness about this funding strand across the 

sector. We recommend that you read the guidance and make contact with any other 

place-based partnerships in your locale to coordinate applications.  

 

 

There are a lot of cultural partners in our local area, and there may be a chance 

that others apply for Place Partnership funding without us being aware as 

we're a new LCEP, so not everyone knows about us. Would ACE flag this with 

us if that was the case? 

 

We expect all potential applicants to Place Partnership funds to have a conversation 

with us before applying. Where we are aware that there are local partners that we 

would expect to be included on an application, we will suggest that they get in touch 

with the relevant partners or consortium. For example, if the application relates to 

children and young people and the consortium doesn’t include the area’s LCEP, we 

would encourage them to contact the LCEP before progressing with their application. 

If an Expression of Interest is submitted that does not include relevant partners, we 

may reject it at that stage.  

 

While we do not expect to fund more than one Place Partnership project in a place at 

any one time, there may be instances where a place has more than one Place 

Partnership project running simultaneously. For example, a case could be made to 

allow an additional Place Partnership project application in a place if the criteria were 
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met and there was a good reason why it was not possible to have the 

activity incorporated into one larger application. Please get in touch with your local 

Arts Council contact if you are thinking of applying, and they will be able to test 

requests with local management teams, who make decisions on Expressions of 

Interest. 

 

 

Do applications for Place Partnership funds need to be for new projects, or can 

they build on existing LCEP work? 

 

While an application could be to build on existing work, it would need to show that it 

will make a clear step change in provision in that place, and it would be difficult to 

meet this criterion if it’s just more of the same. However, a significant scaling up or 

expansion of an existing project that is a genuine step change in provision would be 

fine. 

 

 

Our LCEP is led by the local authority, but we may like to encourage other 

partners in the LCEP to be the lead partner on the bid. Is that okay? 

 

Yes. 

 

 

Is there a potential risk of Place Partnership projects duplicating Creative 

People and Places work? 

 

Place Partnership projects can deliver audience development and engagement and 

could potentially complement the work of CPPs or help to deliver that type of work in 

places that are not eligible to apply for CPP. 

 

If a Place Partnership project takes place in an area with an existing CPP, we would 

expect that the Place Partnership project and the CPP would work together to avoid 

duplication of effort. 

 

What expectations does the Arts Council have to ensure that it is gathering 

new learning and impact through Place Partnership projects? 

 

Place Partnership funding will be evaluated alongside National Lottery Project 

Grants, of which it is a part.  
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Can Place Partnership funds be used to address the baseline staffing 

capacity issues faced by most LCEPs? 

 

Place Partnership funds cannot be used for core funding beyond the allocation of 

core costs that relate specifically to the project being applied for. This is the same for 

National Lottery Project Grants, of which Place Partnership funds is a part.  

 

 

Why is there a turnaround of only four weeks for full application following the 

Expression of Interest? Many LCEPs simply don’t have the capacity to apply 

for these types of opportunities. 

 

There is an eight-week turnaround for full application following a successful 

Expression of Interest. The reference to four weeks in earlier version of the Place 

Partnership projects information sheet was an error and has been corrected. 

 

 

How many LCEPs currently receive Project Grants, or have applied and been 

unsuccessful? 

 

We do not currently have a system for tracking LCEP application and success rates 

for Project Grants, but we recognise the importance of this data and are working to 

develop an approach to collect it. Anecdotally, we know that there have been 

successful Project Grant applications from LCEPs. For example, in Lambeth, 

ELEVATE Education was recently awarded Project Grant funding to support creative 

collaboration between three secondary schools and professional artists.  

 

We have three Priority Places within our LCEP. How does that affect what we 

can apply for? 

 

Place Partnership funds are not just for Priority Places, so you may have more 

places in your patch that could apply. You may define ‘place’ in whatever way you 

want, as long as it makes sense in terms of the change you are seeking to effect and 

the people you are seeking to serve. All applications must come from a consortium 

of partners, any of whose members may apply on behalf of the consortium. Any 

given organisation may only have one successful Place Partnership application 

between now and March 2023.  

 

 
  

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/arts-council-national-lottery-project-grants/project-grants-information-sheets?page=1
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/arts-council-national-lottery-project-grants/project-grants-information-sheets?page=1
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In terms of facilitating links across place-based programmes, are Arts 

Council relationship managers leading on Priority Places being briefed on their 

local LCEPs? 

 

Relationship Managers who look after Priority Places will all be aware of the area’s 

LCEP. 

 


